
4.2 Limit of a Vector Function 

Defnition. A vector function f (t) is said to tend to a vector limit 

choose, no matter how small, there exists a positive number 8 such 

as T>a, if corresponding to any positive number e that we may 

that 1f(r)- <e for | -a | <6. 

This is expressed by writing 

lim (-7. 

We also say that f() tends to / ast tends to a; and express this 

by f (t)»l as t-a. 

4.3 Fundamental Theorems on Limits 

If f), e () be vector functions and o(f) a scalar function of t 

such that as t>a 

S)1, g ()> m and o()>n, 

then ) S)+ 8 ()>1 +m, as 1a, 

(i) f)- 8 ()- m, as t>a, 

(ii) o) f()>nl, as t->a, 

(iv) ft). g m , as 1>0, 

v) f)x X m , as 1->a. 

Proof. Choose a positive number e, no matter how small. 

We have lim f()= I and lim g (0)= m. 

ta 



By the definition of limit we can choose 8, and 6, so that 

-1 <je for | 1-a| <a 
I& ()- m | <te for | 1-a| <i 

and 

If we denote the smaller of 81, 8, by 8, then each of the above 
wO inequalities will ho:d for | -a | <6, 

that is, S (n- 1I| <hs and | g (/)- m| <}e for |-a | <8. 

We have S + & )-(T+m)| < if9-71 
+l& ()-m|. 

Hence, when | f-a l sö, 

IS)+ 8 (0)-(+ m )| <4e+4e=8. 
Hence, by the definition of limit, 

s)+ 8 ()++m, as -a. 
We leave the. proofs of the remaining theorems as an exercise for the reader. 

4.4 Continuity of a Vector Function at a Point 

Defiaition. The vector function f (1), defined over the interval I, is 
Said to be continuous at i= a«l if lim f(t)= f(a). 

This definition can be put in the distance form, that is, modulus form, as follows 

A vector function f ((), deined over the interval 7, is said to be continuous at t= ael, if given s>0 there exists a positive number 
aa, e) such that |f()- f(a)| <8 for | t-a | <6. 

A vector function, f () which is not continuous at 1=a, is called discontinuous at 1 =a. 

4.5 Continuity of a Vector Function in an interval 

A vector function f (1) defined over the interval I is said to be 
continuous in the interval [a, b]EI if f(?) is continuous for all values of t such thatastsb. 



4.6 Properties of Continuous Vector Functions 

Theorem. lff() and o () are continuous at f=4, then 

(i) f()+ o () is continuous at f=a; 

(i) f()- () is continuous at f=a; 

(iii) f (t)v() is continuous at t=a, where v(t), a scalar function of , is continuous at t=a; 

(iv) is continuous at t=a, where v(t), a scalar function of 

1, is continuous at t=a and v(t) #0 for any value of i in the domain of definition; 

(v) f(). ® () is continuous at t=a, 

(vi) f (0) >x o (1) is continuous at t=a. 

Proof. As f (t) and o (1) are continuous Rt i=a, therefore, by the 
definition of continuity, 

lim f)=S(a) and lim o ()= ® (a). 
t+a 

i) Let F()= f)+ ® (). 

Then F(a)-f(a)+ ® (@). 
Now lim F(t)= lim [f ()+° (1)] 

t+a ta 

= lim f ()+ lim o (1), 
t+ 

by the theorem on limit, 

= f (a)+ ® (a) = F (). 
Hence, by the definition of continuity, 

FO, that is, Í0+ o) 
is continuous at t=a. 

We leave the proofs of the other theorems as an exercise for the 

reader. 



4.7 Differentiability of a Vector Function at a point 
(R. U. 1986) 

Definition. A vector function f() defined in the interval I is said 
to be differentiable at t =a«l if 

lim S0-f(a) exists, in other words if 
t+a -a 

f(a+8a)-s(a) exists. 
8a-0 

The value of the imit is called the derivative (differential 
co-eficient) of f () at r=a and it is denoted by 

df 
or 

dt 

Clearly this is a vector quantity. 

lim lim (1+80)- f(0 Thus 
&t-0 

Obviously, by definition4-0 ifa is a constant vector. 
Note. 

4.8 Theorem. If a vector function is differentiable finitely 
at a point, then it must be continuous at that point. 

Proo. Let the vector function f () be differentiable initely at 
t=a. 

Then, by the definition of differentiability of a vector function 
at a point, 

lim a+h/9-7(g, which is finite. h0 h 

Now lim f ()= lim f (a+h) 
t 

lim (a +h)-fa)+ f(N = 

h0 



lim 
0 h 

lim (a+h)- Slo), lim h+ f() 
h-0 h-0 

- Sla).0+ a)- Sta). 
Hence f () is continuous at t=a. 

Note. The converse of this theorem is not necessarily true 
4.9 Geometrical interpretation of the Derivative 

Let us consider a point P on a curve 7 = f (), with position 
vectorr given by a parametert. Intuitively we see that a change in 

the value oft causes a change in the valu� ofr. Let Q be the point 
r+8 r on the curve when t changes to 1+8t. 

Then OP-- f) 
and 00=r+8 

= f (+8t). 

. 8r =(r +3r)-
- f (t+80)- f()=PÙ 

or ÍL8)-70 

PQ 
8t 

Now in the limit as 8t->0, 

QP and PO-the tangent Pd at P. 

Hence d Hence - is a vector parallel to the tangent at P in the sense 
dt 

of t increasing. 

Note. (i) Ifs be the arc length then |& r|-ôs and so becomes the unit 

tangent to the curve r=f (0). 



or) is called the frat derivative of r provided r m /0 

is a derivable function. 

If the first derivative is also derivable then its derivative is called 

the second derivative of r and is denoted by 

dr dr or . 

dr Similarly the third derivative is or s") and so on. 

In general the nth derivative isd or s). 

4.10 Physical interpretation of the first and the second 
Derivatives. 

Let the vector equation of the curve be r = f(t). 

Let us consider a point P on the curve, with position vector r 

given by a parameteri. 
Intuitively we see that a change in the value of 1 causes a change 

in the value of r. Let Q be the point r +8 r on the curve when 
changes to f+8t. 

Then 8 r is the displacement of 
the point P in time &', when the 

parameteT denotes the time. o 

is called the average rate of change 

ofrwith , that is, the average 
velocity during the interval. 

And d = lim =velocity v. dt 

Thus is the velocity v at P which is in the direction of the 

tangent of the path of the point. 

Similarly, the acceleration a at P is the rate of change of the 



velocity y and is given by 

a = lim ôv 
dt 

d( dr d d 
da d dt 8t-0St 

4.11 Differentiation of a Vector Function of a Scalar Scalar Function 

Let f (t) be a vector function of the scalar variable t and t be a function of another scalar s. 

Let 8t be a small increment in t and 8f and 8s be the corres- 
ponding small increments in fand s respectively. 

Then, when 8f-0, 8f +0 and 8s-0. 

Now 

Taking the limits as 8t->0 and consequently 8s>0, we have 

lim lim lim 
880 öS 

= 

88-0 

af - df d or 
ds dt ds 
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